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Using Perseus under PhiloLogic —Refined Searches, With 

Illustrated Worked Examples 
One of the tools available online is PhiloLogic, which provides an additional set of search tools for 
the Perseus texts. This is just a brief introduction to using some of the refined search options on 
PhiloLogic to search for words and their uses by author. 

This is not designed to be a detailed explanation of the tools, nor does it provide an introduction to 
corpus linguistics methodologies or guidance on the implications of collocation. It is simply 
intended as a quick guide so you can start to explore the Greek texts in different ways, for example 
as part of a word study of a particular Greek term. You can do this even if you do not know Greek, 
provided you know the transliterated Greek term you want to investigate. 

The examples in this guide are intended to provide an idea of some of the refined searches available 
for word study and other research. You are encouraged to try the other options, and refer to the 
help on the PhiloLogic website for further ideas. 

What is PhiloLogic? 
PhiloLogic describes itself as “interested in leveraging the rich encoding for searching the texts, 
and for other tasks that are less about reading and more about research: corpus linguistics, above 
all.” It is an open source set of search tools that enables you to carry out different types of search 
than those available on the Perseus website. 

What is Corpus Linguistics? 
Corpus linguistics is a way of studying language in large corpora — the plural of ‘corpus’, meaning 
‘body’, in this case a body of texts — using computer-driven searches to find patterns or statistical 
information more quickly and easily than through manual searching. It does not replace close 
reading, but it can help to locate passages for investigation. 

What is a Lemma? 
A lemma is the dictionary headword, or the most basic form of a Greek word. It is often useful to 
search for this form of the word when you want to find all examples of the word regardless of 
grammatical form. 

See also:  
Quick Guide to Using Perseus under PhiloLogic—Searching for Words 
Quick Guide to Using Perseus under PhiloLogic—Searching for Collocates 
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Quick Guide: Refined Searches 

1. Go to the Perseus under PhiloLogic website. 
2. Select greek texts. 
3. Type in the word, or lemma, for which you are searching. 
4. Type in the author, if required. 
5. Select Refined Search Results. 
6. Select the options you require. 
7. Click Search the Texts. 

Refined Searches: Worked Example 1 

In this example, you will search for one of the words for anger, [kholos], in Homer, and sort the 
results by the word to its left, and then resort by the word to the right. This sort of sorting can be 
useful if you are looking for patterns in the text. 

1. Go to the Perseus under PhiloLogic website http://perseus.uchicago.edu/  

 
 

2. Select greek from the links in the top yellow section. 
The Greek Texts & Translations page is displayed. 

http://perseus.uchicago.edu/
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1. In the Search box, type lemma:xolos remembering to include the colon and no spaces. 

 
 

2. Check the Transliteration option. (If you were using the Greek characters, you would enter 
the first three characters in Greek, and the wildcard character, then check the Full 
diacritics or No diacritics option.) 

 
 

3. Under Bibliographic Search Fields, for Author, type Homer. 

 
 

4. Select the Refined Research Results tab at the bottom. 
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Additional search options are displayed. 

 
 

5. Check the Line by Line (KWIC) option. 

 
 

6. In the drop-down menu for ‘Sorted by keyword’, choose the Left option. 

 
 

7. Click the Search the Texts button. The results are displayed in a KWIC report, with your 
search term in the middle, then sorted by the word to the left. 
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8. From here, you can change the sort order. Look at the three drop-down boxes at the top of 
the screen. In the right-hand box, select Right  

 
 

9. Click the SORT button. The results are now sorted by the word to the right of kholos. 
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Worked Example 2: Resorting by Position and Author 

1. Repeat the search for kholos as before, sorting to the left, but do not specify an author.  
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2. Using the center drop-down menu, choose Right , and from right-hand drop-down menu, 
choose Author. 

 
 

3. Click the SORT button to see the list in the new order. 
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Refined Searches: Worked Example 3: Comparing Frequency 

You can quickly and easily check how often a word is used by different authors. In this example you 
will look for the frequently used verb ballō.  

1. In the Search for box, type lemma:ballw with no space either side of the colon. 
2. Check the Transliteration button. 
3. In the Refined Search Results  section, select the Frequency by Author button. 

 
4. Click the Search the Texts button. Notice the overall frequencies are shown for each author. 

There are also figures per 10,000 words so you can compare the relative frequencies. 

 


